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Chapter 1 : Books by Robert B. Cooter Jr. (Author of The Flynt/Cooter Comprehensive Reading Inventory-2
This item: The Flynt/Cooter Comprehensive Reading Inventory Assessment of K Reading Skills in English by Robert B.
Cooter Jr. Spiral-bound $ In Stock. Ships from and sold by calendrierdelascience.com

The problem is that not all of the Spanish materials have been developed. I was in contact with Pearson for
over a week to see if the content and media people had forgotten to upload some files but received an official
answer that there was no error: I did contact the authors to let them know of this issue and they replied
positively on the same day. I only gave the product three starts because some of the other subtests like the
reading comprehension and miscue analysis are pretty good. The fine print is: Great for assessing students and
planing Response to intervention plans. I like the intervention planning in the back of the book. With this
product, I was hoping for different stories than the older book, but the stories are the same. I purchased this
book as new, but when I By Angie Nunez on Sep 28, I purchased this book as new, but when I entered the
access code in the Pearson website it stated that it was redeemed. This is absolutely inconvenient! Better than
most By Judy M. Not exactly authentic but certainly better than most. The translations take culture into
consideration and this is important. Easy to use and very explanatory. Very good resource for teachers. By
Steelcody36 on Aug 15, Great resource for teachers. Overall I am very happy to have purchased this book.
Great for future teachers! By Teal on Sep 30, This text was required for class and what a great tool to use! By
Viola Bristol-johnson on Oct 12, ok a very good tool, just time consuming if you use all By J Dorn on Oct 10,
We recently reviewed several different reading evaluation options to help determine students abilities in
review for advanced learner support. If you use both fiction and non-fiction and use all of the tools, it can be
very time-consuming. You have to use this for awhile and determine what portions are most appropriate to use
with the students you are evaluating. We found different portions to be more or less beneficial depending on
the age of the students we were evaluating. Overall, a very good tool, just time consuming if you use all
components. It created quite the headache when trying to do my assignments with students. Sutton Flynt ,
Kathleen Spencer Cooter. This particular edition is in a Spiral-bound format. It was published by Pearson and
has a total of pages in the book. To buy this book at the lowest price, Click Here.
Chapter 2 : Robert B. Cooter Jr. (Author of The Flynt/Cooter Comprehensive Reading Inventory-2)
The Flynt/Cooter informal reading inventory is recognized as the top choice of thousands of classroom teachers for its
ability to help them quickly and reliably assess the reading skills and needs of their students.
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